Abstract: Blind symbol detection for mobile communications systems has been widely studied and can be implemented by using either adaptive or iterative techniques. However, adaptive blind algorithms require data of sufficient length to converge. Therefore, in a rapidly changing environment, they are likely unable to track the changing channels. In such a situation, one possible solution is to use iterative blind algorithms. Iterative blind source separation algorithms based on the least-squares constant modulus algorithm (LSCMA) for instantaneous multipleinput multiple-output (MIMO) systems are proposed. Since the LSCMA cannot guarantee correct separation and hence cannot be used directly for MIMO channels, two extensions are considered: cancellation techniques (successive and parallel), and using an orthogonality constraint to ensure independence among different outputs. In common with many block iterative algorithms, it is found that for small block sizes there can be a BER flare-up effect at high SNR, although this can be removed for a sufficiently large block size. Of the proposed algorithms, simulation results show that the orthogonality-based algorithm has the best performance, and is comparable to iterative least-squares with projection (ILSP) algorithm, but offers cheaper computational complexity.
Introduction
Blind source separation (BSS) algorithms for instantaneous mixtures have been popularly investigated. In wireless communications, systems of instantaneous mixtures arise in MIMO systems such as the Bell Labs layered space-time (BLAST) architecture [1 -3] , where a number of antenna elements are used at both the transmitter and receiver. Having been proved theoretically and experimentally that it has a high transmission capacity, BLAST has been studied and used to improve existing systems, e.g. OFDM [4 -8] and CDMA [9 -11] . Typically, a training based algorithm is employed at the receiver to extract signals. However, in practical situations where training is expensive or impossible, blind separation techniques are needed to detect transmitted signals.
Adaptive blind algorithms based on some statistics of output signals can be used to separate the received signals [12] . However, it has been known that adaptive algorithms often require a large amount of data to converge [12] . In a case where channels change rapidly, these algorithms may not converge quickly enough to be able to track the changing channels. Iterative blind algorithms, an alternative, could serve as a solution to such a situation. These algorithms assume the channel is constant within a block, but can change between successive blocks. In this paper, block-based iterative blind algorithms using the least-squares constant modulus algorithms will be studied.
Consider a system with M transmitters and N receivers. Over N B consecutive symbol periods, the instantaneous multiple-input multiple-output observations obtained from an uncoded vertical-BLAST (V-BLAST) system [2, 3] are: This problem can be regarded as a problem of blind source separation (BSS) where the goal is to recover the transmitted signals A using only the received signals X. It is assumed that the channel matrix is unitary, and each transmitted stream has the same statistical properties and is independent to each other, i.e. A H A ¼ N B I M where I M denotes the M Â M identity matrix. We note that, in the V-BLAST system, a single input stream is split into multiple streams before being transmitted. As a consequence, fully blind algorithms cannot be used at the receiver because of the inherent permutation property. Therefore, in our study, BSS is employed to separate the input streams and then some training symbols are used to demultiplex the output streams in the correct order.
Iterative algorithms that take advantage of the finite alphabet (FA) or constant modulus (CM) properties of digitally modulated signals, and the least-squares (LS) or minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) techniques are considered in [13 -19] . These algorithms basically alternate between using either the LS or MMSE techniques to find the signal estimate and projecting the resulting signal estimate onto either the nearest symbols or the unit circle. It has been shown in [13] that finding the transmitted signals using the MMSE criterion, as in [17] and [18] , exhibits lower error performance than estimating the transmitted signals directly by using the LS approach, as in [14 -16] . We therefore focus on algorithms based on least-squares constant modulus algorithm (LSCMA), which was proposed in [17] for a two-sensor array.
The basic concept of the LSCMA is to combine the well-known least-squares estimator (LSE) and CM property to blindly extract communication signals. This algorithm is rapidly convergent and globally stable for any linearly-independent set of input signals. Therefore, the algorithm was later modified in [18] and [19] for use in more general systems, i.e. multi-user systems. Owing to poor bit error rate (BER) performance of such algorithms (as presented in [20] , in this paper we present and analyse new blind separation techniques based on the LSCMA and techniques that are used successfully in the multi-user detection. The first two algorithms are formulated from the concept of interference cancellation (successive and parallel), whereas the third algorithm uses an orthogonality constraint (by using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation procedure) to ensure the output signals are recovered from different input streams.
A related technique, namely the multistage CM array, based on the CM algorithm and signal cancellation can be found in [21] and [22] . Even though the basic idea of this technique and our first two algorithms are similar, the implementation is distinguishable. That is, the multistage CM array adaptively detects the transmitted signals by using a sample-by-sample technique, whereas the proposed algorithms are based on block iterative techniques, which are suitable for rapidly changing scenarios. In addition, to detect the transmitted signal, our parallel algorithm employs the concept of signal cancellation, whereas the parallel implementation proposed in [22] uses an appropriate initialisation provided by the multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm [23] .
Notation
We use the following notation throughout this paper.
. k is the sample index. . ½A m;k is the (m, k)th element of matrix A. . ½a k is the kth element of vector a.
Least-squares constant modulus algorithm
The least-squares constant modulus algorithm (LSCMA) [17] combines least-squares estimation with the constant modulus property of communication signals in a two-step procedure. The first step involves finding an N Â M equaliser matrix W and obtaining a least-squares estimate of the transmitted signals,
In the second step, each element of Y is projected onto the unit circle to impose the constant modulus constraint and estimate the transmitted signal. The LSCMA was developed based on the Gauss's method of complex-argument cost functions. Let w m ; m ¼ 1; . . . ; M; be the mth column of W, and let xðkÞ; k ¼ 1; . . . ; N B ; be the kth column of X. Consider the constant modulus algorithm whose cost function is represented in the form
where FðWÞ is an M Â N B matrix, whose (m, k)th element is ½FðWÞ m;k ¼ j½Y m;k j À 1; and k Á k 2 2 denotes the vector 2-norm. Gauss's method updates W by the offset D that minimises the partial Taylor-series expansion of (3):
where QðWÞ is the complex Jacobian of FðWÞ. As a result, the update equation of W is given as [17] Wði þ 1Þ ¼ WðiÞ À ðXX H Þ À1 XðYðiÞ À CðiÞÞ
where C is the estimate of A, and ½C m;k ¼ ½Y m;k j½Y m;k j is the kth element of the mth estimated signal. Recall that i denotes the iteration index. The LSCMA exhibits good performance for a system consisting of one transmitter and multiple receivers.
Proposed algorithms
The LSCMA cannot be used in a MIMO environment because it cannot ensure that inputs are separated correctly, and thereby often diverges when M > 1. We therefore propose three extensions to the LSCMA that allow it to be used with instantaneous MIMO channels.
Successive interference cancellation least-squares constant modulus algorithm
Our first proposed algorithm combines the LSCMA and the successive interference cancellation technique to blindly separate the received signals. This algorithm is therefore named successive interference cancellation least-squares constant modulus algorithm (SIC-LSCMA). Let X m denote the data matrix after the removal of components due to all transmitted streams up to ðm À 1Þ; i.e.
whereh h m is the estimate of the mth column of the channel matrix H, c m is the mth row of C; i.e. the estimate of the mth transmitted stream, and X 1 ¼ X:
The output of the mth equaliser is obtained as y m ¼ w The cost function of the SIC-LSCMA for the mth equaliser output signal is given as
where x m ðkÞ denotes the kth column of X m ; and
The mth column of the estimated channel matrix,h h m ; used in this process can be estimated from the sample average,h
To develop the algorithm based on the LSCMA, w m is updated by the offset D m that minimises
where Q s ðw m Þ is the complex Jacobian of Fðw m Þ: The summary of the SIC-LSCMA can be found in Fig. 1 , where I NÂM denotes an N Â M matrix with ones on the diagonal and zeros elsewhere. The SIC-LSCMA requires OðNMN B Þ flops for the successive interference cancellation step and another OðNMN B Þ flops to update W.
Parallel interference cancellation leastsquares constant modulus algorithm
The second algorithm, namely the PIC-LSCMA, is developed by combining the LSCMA and the parallel interference cancellation technique. LetX X m denote the data matrix after the removal of components due to other transmitted streams, i.e.
whereH H m is obtained by discarding the mth column ofH H that is obtained from the sample average asH H ¼ The cost function of the PIC-LSCMA for mth equaliser output is given as
MX X m denotes the mth row of the output signalsỸ Y: The algorithm is developed as in the previous section by using the offset D m that minimises
where Q p ðw m Þ is the complex Jacobian of Fðw m Þ: The summary of the PIC-LSCMA can be found in Fig. 2 . This algorithm requires OðNMðM À 1ÞN B Þ flops to perform the parallel interference cancellation step and another OðNM N B Þ flops to update W.
Gram-Schmidt least-squares constant modulus algorithm
To allow the LSCMA to operate in a MIMO environment, the last extension considered is to use an orthogonality constraint to ensures independence among different outputs. This constraint can be implemented by using the wellknown Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation (GS) technique [24] , and is motivated by a similar approach used successfully in [24] . Letw w m denote the mth column vector of the modified equaliser matrixW W obtained from the GS technique:
ðw w 
Assuming the channel matrix is unitary,
The LSCMA is therefore simply modified by performing the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation procedure after W is updated.
Unfortunately, the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation procedure is computationally expensive. The modified version of this procedure, namely modified Gram-Schmidt (MGS), yields less computational complexity of 2NM 2 flops [25] . The following algorithm describes the MGS process: We denotew w m as the mth column vector of the modified equaliser matrixW W that is obtained from both GS and MGS procedures. The MGS-LSCMA requires OðNM 2 Þ flops to impose the orthogonality constraint and another OðNMN B Þ flops to update W. Note that typically Fig. 3 , where f{W} is a function of W that performs the orthogonalisation step (either GS or MGS).
Convergence analysis
Agee has shown in [17] that, for N ¼ 2 and M ¼ 1; the LSCMA is globally stable and globally convergent by establishing the following inequalities, given that i > 0;
Jðw 1 ðiÞÞ
In this Section, we will develop the analysis of the proposed algorithms based on these inequalities.
Analysis of the SIC-LSCMA and PIC-LSCMA
The stability and convergence of the SIC-LSCMA and PIC-LSCMA requires the convergence of three processes: equalisation, channel estimation and interference cancellation. For M > 1, the three processes are related as follows.
. (17) , and the first signal cancellation X 2 ðiÞ ¼ X Àh h 1 ðiÞc 1 ðiÞ is also convergent as a result of the convergence of y 1 ðiÞ and h h 1 ðiÞ:
To extract the second input stream, we begin with the convergence of X 2 ðiÞ and then have y 2 ðiÞ ¼ w For i . 0, the performance of each process (equalisation, interference cancellation and channel estimation) may either improve or maintain, thus the convergence of the SIC-LSCMA and PIC-LSCMA is established.
Having developed the algorithms and analysed their convergence, we now compare their performance through Monte Carlo simulations. A V-BLAST system consisting of N ¼ M ¼ f2; 3g was considered with a random instantaneous unitary channel H. The transmitted signal was drawn from a 4-QAM constellation.
As a reference, we first consider the performance of the LSCMA [17] , which is shown in Fig. 4 . For M ¼ 1 and N ¼ 2; the LSCMA exhibits good performance. However, when M is increased, the LSCMA diverges as it cannot guarantee that inputs are separated correctly. Therefore, noticeably poor performance can be seen in this Figure. For MIMO instantaneous systems and M > 2, the proposed algorithms, SIC-LSCMA, PIC-LSCMA, GS-LSCMA and MGS-LSCMA, that ensure inputs are separated on different outputs, exhibit better performance than the original LSCMA. Figure 5 shows the bit error rate (BER) performance comparison among these algorithms, compared with the ILSP algorithm proposed in [14] . The ILSP algorithm has complexity of OðNMN B Þ flops for updating H and OðNMN B Þ flops for updating A, and this is of comparable complexity to the SIC-LSCMA and PIC-LSCMA. The block size N B used in simulations was chosen to be 100.
For SNR < 10 dB; the performance of the proposed algorithms is close to that of ILSP. It can be seen for high SNR, however, that SIC-LSCMA, GS-LSCMA and MGS-LSCMA exhibit a BER flare-up effect, which is in common with many block iterative algorithms. ILSP and PIC-LSCMA could exhibit this effect too [16] . As stated in [26] , the BER flare-up effect could be due to spurious local minima resulting from choosing the block size too small. If N B is not large enough, in this case N B ¼ 100; global convergence properties are lost since these algorithms only exhibit asymptotic global convergence. As shown in Fig. 6 , we increased N B to be 150. The overall performance of the proposed algorithms is better and no longer exhibits the BER flare-up problem. However, how large N B has to be to ensure convergence is still an open issue [26] .
The BER flare-up effect can also be eliminated by using semi-blind techniques. By having N B ¼ 100; in Fig. 7 , a training sequence of 10 symbols is used to obtain an initialisation of the channel matrix H for ILSP and the equaliser matrix W for the proposed algorithms. The poor performance at high SNR of the fully blind algorithms (in Fig. 5 ) is improved. It can be noticed that for PIC-LSCMA, the performance of its blind and semi-blind algorithms are not different. The reason for this is that estimated signals from other transmit antennas are removed from the received signals before equalisation is performed. As the estimated signal has converged to the transmitted signals, the parallel interference cancellation has removed the true errors from the received signals, and thereby the algorithm exhibits good performance in both blind and semi-blind cases.
In addition, the performance of the semi-blind GS-LSCMA is identical to that of its modified algorithm, semi-blind MG-LSCMA. This suggests that the MG-LSCMA should be used instead of the GS-LSCMA because of its cheaper complexity (which does not effect performance).
Conclusions
We have presented novel iterative blind separation algorithms based on the least-squares constant modulus algorithm (LSCMA). The first two algorithms have been developed from the interference cancellation concept, whereas the third algorithm has been derived from the orthogonality constraint which ensures that each output is obtained from different inputs. The algorithm based on parallel interference cancellation exhibits promising performance for a fully blind case. In contrast, the other proposed algorithms suffer from a BER flare-up effect when the block size chosen is small. By choosing a suitable block size, the orthogonalitybased algorithm has better performance. In addition, its performance is comparable to the ILSP algorithm, but offers cheaper computational complexity (provided that the modified Gram-Schmidt procedure is used). 
